
 

 
 

 

Pattishall McAuliffe Again Selected for Gold and Silver Bands 
in Prestigious WTR 1000 U.S. Rankings 

January, 2015 

Pattishall McAuliffe has been ranked Gold in the 2015 WTR 1000 rankings in Illinois of The World's 
Leading Trademark Professionals. Robert W. Sacoff ranked Silver nationally for "enforcement and 
litigation." Jonathan S. Jennings, Janet A. Marvel, Robert W. Sacoff and Joseph N. Welch II ranked 
Silver for "enforcement and litigation" in Illinois.  Phillip Barengolts, Thad Chaloemtiarana and 
Bradley L. Cohn ranked Bronze for "enforcement and litigation" in Illinois.  David C. Hilliard ranked 
Luminary in Illinois. 

WTR writes, "Pattishall, McAuliffe, Newbury, Hilliard & Geraldson is a mainstay of the national and 
international trademark scene…" "'It is legendary, particularly in litigation. Just that it still exists as 
an exclusive trademark boutique says something special about it.' Bradley Cohn joined in 1995 
after a federal court clerkship and thrives on the mission-critical disputes that cross his desk. He 
recently won a case for Robert Bosch after three years of hard-fought litigation, acting alongside 
WTR 1000 newcomer and rising star Thad Chaloemtiarana. Phillip Barengolts is another esteemed 
advocate on the squad. Like his colleagues, he is not afraid to take on crucial briefs for marquee 
clients and has recently secured victories for the likes of PepsiCo, Bayer and Eli Lilly. He frequently 
acts alongside the more senior Jonathan Jennings, an admired litigation and transactional ace. 
David Hilliard is the firm’s most experienced conflict resolution sage, whose performances before 
juries are especially acclaimed. Other seasoned trial attorneys include Robert Sacoff, a 'thought 
leader' whose sheer range of experience inspires confidence. 'An expert in every aspect of 
trademark law', Joseph Welch II is a hard, but fair fighter who goes the extra mile for clients such as 
Owens Corning. For non-contentious instructions, there is no better choice than Janet Marvel, a 
meticulous brand strategy planner." 

  
 
 
 

 
 
  
 


